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Abstract. This paper presents an agent-based framework for modeling and deploy-
ingℬusiness-to-ℬusiness (ℬ2ℬ) applications, where autonomous agents act on be-
half of the individual components that form these applications. This framework
consists of three levels identified by strategic, application, and resource, with fo-
cus in this paper on the first two levels. The strategic level is about the common
vision that independent businesses define as part of their decision of partnership.
The application level is about the business processes that get virtually combined
as result of this common vision. As conflicts are bound to arise among the inde-
pendent applications/agents, the framework uses a formal model based on compu-
tational argumentation theory through a persuasion protocol to detect and resolve
these conflicts. In this protocol, agents reason about partial information usingpar-
tial arguments, partial attack, andpartial acceptability. Agents can then jointly
find arguments that support a new solution for their conflicts, which is not known
by any of them individually. Termination, soundness, and completeness properties
of this protocol are provided. Distributed and centralizedcoordination strategies
are also supported in this framework, which is illustrated with an online-purchasing
example.

Keywords.ℬ2ℬ, argumentation theory, agent communication, conflict, persuasion.

1. Introduction

Today’s challenges in terms of performance and competitiveness are putting businesses
under a constant pressure of meeting changing requirements. This fuels the need for
continuous merge and sometimes re-engineering of businessprocesses, resulting in
ℬusiness-to-ℬusiness (ℬ2ℬ) applications development. Briefly, aℬ2ℬ application is a
set of business processes that make disparate autonomous entities (e.g., departments,
businesses) collaborate to achieve a common set of goals. Despite the abundance of ini-
tiatives onℬ2ℬ applications [15,19,26,28], not much exist in terms of modeling and de-
ploying such applications from the perspective of using intelligent and argumentative-
agents. By modeling, we mean identifying all the necessary components that connect
assets of independent entities that are engaged in aℬ2ℬ scenario. By deployment, we
mean identifying all the necessary technologies that allowthe connection of these as-
sets happen effectively. Finally, by argumentation, we mean making agents that represent
and operate on behalf of businesses comply with a dialectical process to affirm or dis-
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avow the conclusions that these agents wish to reciprocallyconvey to their peers [4,5]. In
aℬ2ℬ scenario, argumentation would broadly assist businesses,through representative
agents, engage in intense negotiation and persuasion sessions prior to making any joint
decisions1. The argumentation capability of an agent representing a business, can assist
this business in negotiating with its peers during a conflictsituation and in collaborating
with them to achieve agreements on their strategies. Although argumentation has been
extensively investigated in the last decade and many interesting frameworks are proposed
[3], limited efforts have been put into using this theory in concrete applications [23].
This paper addresses this challenging issue, which consists of using argumentation the-
ory for multi-agent systems to developℬ2ℬ applications. In terms of validation, theoret-
ical proofs of some properties are provided and a concrete case study from the industry
illustrates the proposed framework. This framework is an initiative within the emerging
field of developing intelligent software [11,13]. Many approaches in this field are based
on new software development techniques such as the Lyee calculus and methodology
[14]. Our approach is different; it uses argumentation theory and agent technology.

This framework suggests three levels,resource, application, and strategic2 that
are connected throughrely-on and run-on-top-of relations (Fig. 1). These levels rep-
resent the way businesses generally function: the strategic level, associated with a set
of Strategic Argumentative Agents (S-AAs), sets the goals to reach (e.g., 10% rev-
enue increase), the application level, associated with a set of Application Argumentative
Agents (A-AAs), sets the automatic and manual processes (e.g., new auditing system)
that permit fulfilling these objectives, and the resource level, associated with a set of
ℛesource Argumentative Agents (ℛ-AAs), sets the means that achieve the performance
of these processes. The framework associates components (that reside in one of the three
levels) with agents equipped with argumentation capabilities to assist a specific compo-
nent (i) persuade peers of collaborating, (ii) interact with peers during business process
implementation, (iii) agree with peers on the collaboration outcomes, (iv) resolve con-
flicts that could impede collaboration, and (v) track conflict resolution. Still in Fig. 1, the
rely-on relation means mapping the business goals onto concrete system applications,
and run-on-top-ofrelation means performing these system applications’ business pro-
cesses subject to resource availabilities. In addition, both relations make issues at lower
levels influence goals at higher levels. For example, lack ofresources could result in
reviewing expansion goals.

In Fig. 1, horizontal relations permit linking similar levels of separate businesses. We
refer to these relations byinterconnectivity, composition, andcollaboration. Underneath
each horizontal relation’s name, an example of conflict thatcould arise in aℬ2ℬ scenario
is provided for illustration purposes. Collaboration relation bridges the strategic levels
and focusses on how businesses adapt their goals and plans sothat these businesses can
now reach the goals that result out of their decision of partnership. Composition relation
bridges the application levels and focusses on how new business processes are developed,
either from scratch or after re-engineering existing processes. Finally, interconnectivity
relation bridges the resource levels and focusses on the means that make the performance
of business processes happen despite distribution and heterogeneity constraints.

1It is expected that joint decisions will be beneficial for allbusinesses, although personal interests might
sometimes prevail, but this is outside this paper’s scope.

2Decisions affecting a business growth are made at this level.
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Figure 1. The argumentative agent framework forℬ2ℬ applications.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces ouragent-based frame-
work forℬ2ℬ applications. Section 3 presents the argumentation model upon which this
framework operates. Section 4 defines and discusses the argumentation-based protocol
for ℬ2ℬ conflict resolution and analyzes its formal and computational properties. To
illustrate the proposed framework through a running example, an industrial case study
(provided by IBM Research Division) is discussed in Section5 along with its implemen-
tation using Java and logic programming with Prolog. Prior to concluding and presenting
future work in Section 7, related work is discussed in Section 6.

2. The Proposed Framework forℬ2ℬ Applications

2.1. Brief Description of Levels and Relations

The resource level includes data and software resources (e.g., DBMS) that a business
owns or manages, and the hardware resources upon which thesesoftware resources op-
erate.

The application level is about the software applications that businesses operate such
as payroll. From aℬ2ℬ perspective, the application level hosts a number ofA-AAs
according to the number of these applications. The role ofA-AAs is to (i) monitor the
external business processes that will use software applications and (ii) initiate interaction
sessions with otherA-AAs. These sessions frame application compositions according to
the guidelines thatS-AAs set and resolve possible conflicts during these compositions
as depicted bycompositionrelation in Fig. 1. For illustration purposes we assume that
software applications are implemented as Web services [18], although other technologies
could be used.

The strategic level is about the planning and decision-making mechanisms that un-
derpin the growth of a business. Like the application level,the strategic level hosts a
number ofS-AAs according to the number of active collaborations that abusiness ini-
tiates with its partners. The role ofS-AAs is to (i) reason over the business plans and
(ii) initiate interaction sessions with otherS-AAs as depicted bycollaborationrelation
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in Fig. 1. These sessions aim at persuading peers to participate in collaborations, review-
ing policies in case of conflicts, optimizing some parameters such as distribution net-
work, etc.A-AAs feedS-AAs with details related to the execution progress of business
processes. Particularly, if a conflict during the composition process cannot be resolved at
the application level, theA-AAs inform their respectiveS-AAs.

From an argumentation perspective, theS-AAs andA-AAs are equipped with the
same reasoning capabilities. However they differ in terms of the knowledge they manage
and the responsibilities they are in charge of. For example,to resolve conflicts at the
application or strategic levels, theA-AAs or S-AAs use the same persuasion and ne-
gotiation protocols but execute them differently. Protocols publicly describe the allowed
moves, but how a certain move is selected would dependent on the knowledge that feed
the agents’ private strategies.

Fig. 1 shows vertical and horizontal relations. In aℬ2ℬ context, the focus is on hor-
izontal relations. Interconnectivity relation targets the resource level and allows (i) data
to freely and securely flow between businesses without any format, location, or semantic
restriction and (ii) disparate resources to trigger each other without any access rights,
time-slot availabilities, or compatibility restrictions. Communication protocols incom-
patibility (e.g., Synchronous Optical Networking (SONET)vs.Synchronous Digital Hi-
erarchy (SDH)), incompatible hardware transmission technologies (e.g., circuit switch-
ing vs.multiplexing) and different modes of communication (e.g.,connection-oriented
communicationvs. connectionless communication) are key examples of conflicts that
fall under the interconnectivity relation.

Composition relation targets the application level and exhibits how business pro-
cesses associated withA-AAs get ”virtually” integrated without being subject to any
functional or structural changes. Lack of common semantics(e.g., different measurement
units) is an example of conflict that falls under the composition relation. When it comes
to Web services-based applications, composition targets users’ requests that cannot be
satisfied by any single, available Web service, whereas a composite Web service obtained
by combining available Web services may be used.

Collaboration relation targets the strategic level and emphasizes the mechanisms
that theS-AAs set-up for coordinating the newℬ2ℬ processes using theA-AAs. These
processes are the result of composing applications, stretch beyond businesses’ bound-
aries, and have to consider the requirements/limitations of the resource and application
levels per business. For example, in the context of supply chain networks, many con-
crete conflicts that fall under the collaboration relation can arise. Concrete examples
of such conflicts are: taxing policies incompatibility between manufactories and ware-
houses (e.g., various tax rates), incompatible schedulingpolicies between suppliers and
manufactories (e.g., scheduling holidays during Christmasvs.summer) and incompatible
inventory policies between distribution centers and retailers (e.g., leanvs.responsive in-
ventory policies). Policies of businesses can be in contradiction, and some core business
policies cannot be easily re-engineered. By using argumentative agents, we aim at han-
dling these issues. Through their argumentative reasoning, and interaction, negotiation,
and persuasion abilities, these agents could reason about these policies, identify possible
conflicts, and update their policies to resolve these conflicts. They can, also, persuade
each other for the benefit of collaborating and sharing theirresources and determining
alternative agents to work with, in case the current conflicts cannot be addressed.
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2.2. Forms of Coordination

Coordination, via explicit interactions between argumentative agents whether in the same
or separate levels, is a pre-requisite to any successfulℬ2ℬ application. We split coor-
dination in the argumentative agent-based framework into two forms:vertical between
strategic and application levels via therely-on relation, andhorizontalbetween strate-
gic or application levels via the collaboration or composition relations, respectively. We
discuss hereafter how argumentation is injected into coordination using Figs. 2 and 3
where plain lines and dotted lines denote interactions and conflict detection/resolution,
respectively.

Vertical Coordination occurs within the boundaries of the same business. Here
a S-AA has the authority to execute a set of actions over anA-AA (Fig. 2): “select”,
“ping”, “trigger”, “audit”, and “retract & select”.

- “select” action makes theS-AA identify the A-AA of an application that will
pursue the interactions with otherA-AAs as part of the partnership decision;

- “ping” action makes theS-AA check the liveness and readiness of an application
through itsA-AA; this is needed before this application is suggested as apotential
candidate for receiving requests from otherA-AAs;

- “ trigger” action makes theS-AA forward the execution requests to theA-AA of
an application; these requests arrive from othersA-AAs;

- “audit” action makes theS-AA monitor the performance of an application
through itsA-AA; this is needed if theS-AA has to guarantee a certain QoS to
otherS-AAs.

- “ retract & select” make theS-AA withdraw an application through itsA-AA
based on the outcome of ”audit” action (e.g., poor performance). This results in
starting the search for another application to offer to other partners.

Argumentation in vertical coordination is illustrated with two cases:Application-to-
Strategic (this paper focus) andStrategic-to-Application.
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Figure 2. Argumentation in vertical coordination

Application-to-Strategiccase highlights anA-AA that faces difficulties in resolving
conflicts and completing its operations. For example, theA-AA was put on hold for a
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long period of time due to occupied resources or did not receive information in the right
format from other businesses’A-AAs. As a result, theA-AA notifies itsS-AA so that
both set-up an argumentationsession for the sake of discussing the current difficulties and
the potential solutions to put forward. This notification isrepresented with “feedback” in
Fig. 2. Supply chain management is a concrete illustration of such a coordination. In this
context, a conflict can happen between two partners about thedelivery time.S-AAs and
A-AAs of each player can argue to change the delivery time to satisfy the whole supply
chain. Briefly, we report on the way conflict resolution progresses in this argumentation
session.

1. Case 1.TheS-AA has an argument supporting the fact that the conflict facing the
A-AA could be resolved based on similar previous situations for example. Thus,
theS-AA argues with theA-AA about the feasibility of this solution using per-
suasion (Section 4.2). If theA-AA is not convinced (i.e., persuasion fails), theS-
AA will decide to select anotherA-AA to continue the uncompleted composition
work of theA-AA that was withdrawn.

2. Case 2.TheS-AA does not have any argument for or against the possibilityof
resolving the conflicts that theA-AA faces. Thus, theS-AA andA-AA collab-
orate to find a solution through an inquiry dialogue game likethe one proposed
in [7]. As defined by Walton and Krabbe [27], the inquiry dialogues rise from an
initial situation of general ignorance and the purpose is toachieve the growth of
knowledge and agreement.

3. If neithercase(1) or (2) succeeds, the respectiveS-AAs of the collaborative
businesses try to work out a solution via horizontal coordination. When a solution
is found, theS-AAs check with the sameA-AAs if they are still available, or
invite newS-AAs to take part in the composition to deploy at the application
level.

Strategic-to-Applicationcase highlights aS-AA that expects the occurrence of con-
flicts if appropriate actions are not taken on time. Examplesof actions include repri-
manding anA-AA that released private details to peers. Expecting conflicts is based on
the different feedbacks that theS-AA receives from theirA-AAs. This shows a preven-
tive strategy to conflict occurrence. However, handling preventive strategies is beyond
the scope of this paper.

Horizontal Coordination spreads over the boundaries of businesses and thus,
reflectsℬ2ℬ applications in a better way. We identify two scenarios where each scenario
involves eitherS-AAs orA-AAs. For the sake of simplicity, our description is restricted
toA-AAs. Here anA-AA has the authority to carry out a set of actions over another peer
engaged in the same composition (Fig. 3): “ping” and “trigger”.

- “ping” action makes theA-AA check the liveness of a remote application through
itsA-AA; this is needed before the formerA-AA submits requests;

- “ trigger” action makes theA-AA submit its requests to a remote application
through itsA-AA.

Argumentation in horizontal coordination is illustrated with two cases:Application-
to-ApplicationandStrategic-to-Strategic.

Application-to-Applicationcase stresses anA-AA that identifies a conflict after in-
teracting with peers. Conflicts could be of many types like different security policies,
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different semantics (e.g., different measurement units, different ontologies, etc.), con-
flicting quality of service, different costs associated with an application, etc.

A-AAs try to resolve these conflicts via argumentation using acombination ofper-
suasionand inquiry (Section 4.2). theA-AA engage in pure persuasion if one of them
has already a solution that could be accepted by the other with respect to the beliefs it has.
However, merging persuasion with inquiry allows these agents to reach a joint argument.

Strategic-to-Strategiccase highlights aS-AA that identifies a conflict and tries to
resolve it with itsS-AA partner. Some conflicts at this level concern penalty policies
(e.g., collaboration’s contract terms and conditions not respected) and payment policies.
This case also stresses the situation where twoS-AAs of the collaborative businesses
try to work out a solution of a conflict reported by the respective A-AAs. This conflict
cannot be resolved by vertical coordination. To this end, theS-AAs engage in persuasion
and inquiry sessions (Section 4.2).

Before detailing the protocol for persuasion and inquiry, we discuss our argumenta-
tive agents framework forℬ2ℬ applications that is based on computational argumenta-
tion theory.

3. Formal Argumentation Framework

3.1. Background

This section discusses the argumentation system that frames the internal operations in
ourℬ2ℬ framework. This discussion includes the configuration featuring argumentative
agents as well. We use an abstract formal languageℒ to express agents’ beliefs. Here
abstract means that beliefs could be propositional formulas like in [20], Horn clauses
like in [4], or a set of facts and rules like in [7] and [12]. Theuse of an abstract language
would make our framework generic and capable to capture properties that other frame-
works concentrate on. The set of well-formed formulas (wff ) built from ℒ is denoted
by Wℱ . Agents build arguments using their beliefs. The setArg(ℒ) contains all those
arguments. Similarly to [1,8,9], we abstractly define argumentation as a dialectical pro-
cess that underpins the exchange of “for/against” arguments that lead to some conclu-
sion. Since we use an abstract language, we are not interested in the internal form of an
argument. Formally, we define our argumentation framework as follows:

Definition 1 (Argumentation Framework) An abstract argumentation framework is a
pair

〈

A,AT
〉

, whereA ⊆ Arg(ℒ) andAT ⊆ A × A is a binary relation overA that
is not necessarily symmetric. For two argumentsa and b, we useAT (a, b) instead of
AT ∈ (a, b) to indicate thata is an attack againstb.
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For example, an argument may be defined as a deduction of a conclusion from a
given set of rules, or as a pair(H,ℎ) whereℎ is a sentence inWℱ andH a subset of
a given knowledge base such that (i)H ⊢ ℎ, (ii) H is consistent, and (iii) there is no
subset ofH with properties (i) and (ii). Like in formal argumentation theory (see for
example [2,22,23]), we do not consider in this paper fuzzy arguments that could have a
subjective nature. This means, when an argument is represented during an interaction,
the agents can check whether an argument os legal or not. For example, if arguments are
deducted from a given set of rules, the interacting agents are supposed to share the same
rules so they can check if the deductions are valid, and if arguments are pairs, they can
check if the three aforementioned conditions (i, ii, and iii) are satisfied. Consequently,
as commonly supposed in the argumentation theory, the agents share the same definition
of attack relation. This means, an argumenta attacks another argumentb iff AT (a, b)
holds for all the interacting agents. In fact, as conflicts between arguments might occur,
we need to define what anacceptable argumentis. Dealing with fuzzy arguments could
make the framework stronger and more flexible. However, thiswill raise complicated
issues on how the arguments can be commonly accepted. Considering such issues is out
of scope of this paper, and one of the major plans for our future work. To define the
notion of acceptable arguments, we first define the notions of“defense” and “admissible
set of arguments” (from [9,10]):

Definition 2 (Defense)LetA ⊆ Arg(ℒ) be a set of arguments over the argumentation
framework, and letS ⊆ A. An argumenta is defended byS iff ∀b ∈ A if AT (b, a), then
∃c ∈ S : AT (c, b).

Definition 3 (Admissible Set)Let A ⊆ Arg(ℒ) be a set of arguments over the argu-
mentation framework. A setS ⊆ A of arguments is admissible iff:
1) ∄ a, b ∈ S such thatAT (a, b) and
2) ∀a ∈ S a is defended byS.

In other words, aset of argumentsis admissible iff it is conflict-free and can counter-
attack every attack.

Example 1 Let A = {a, b, c, d} and AT defined as follows:AT (b, a), AT (c, a),
AT (d, b), AT (d, c). The sets:∅, {d}, and{a, d} are all admissible. However, the sets
{b} and{d, c} are not admissible.

Definition 4 (Characteristic Function) LetA ⊆ Arg(ℒ) be a set of arguments and let
S be an admissible set of arguments over the argumentation framework. The character-
istic function of the argumentation framework is:

F : 2A → 2A

F (S) = {a ∣ a is defended by S}

The following proposition shows a property of the characteristic functionF . The proof
is straightforward from Definitions 3 and 4.

Proposition 1 For all admissible set of argumentsS, S ⊆ F (S).

Definition 5 (Extensions)Let S be an admissible set of arguments, and letF be the
characteristic function of the argumentation framework.
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∙ S is a complete extension(Sco) iff S = F (S).
∙ S is the grounded extension(Sgr) iff S = F (S) andS is minimal (w.r.t. set-

inclusion) (grounded extension corresponds to the least fixed point ofF ).
∙ S is a preferred extension(Spr) iff S = F (S) and S is maximal(w.r.t. set-

inclusion).

Example 2 Let us consider the same argumentation framework as in Example 1. We
have:

∙ F (∅) = {d}, so the admissible set∅ is not a complete extension.
∙ F ({d}) = {a, d}, so the admissible set{d} is not a complete extension.
∙ F ({a, d}) = {a, d}, so the admissible set{a, d} is a complete extension.

In this example, the only complete extension{a, d} is the grounded extension and is
also the only preferred extension.

Example 3 Let A={a,b,c} andAT defined as follows:AT (a, b) andAT (b, a). The sets:
{c}, {a, c}, and{b, c} are the complete extensions of the argumentation framework. The
minimal complete extension{c} is the grounded extension, and the maximal complete
extensions{a, c} and{b, c} are the preferred extensions.

According to Definition 5, an admissible setS is a complete extension if and only
if S is a fixed point of the functionF , which means that all arguments defended byS
are also inS. Also, the grounded extension is theleast fixed pointof F . Consequently,
the grounded extension contains all the arguments that are not attacked (the arguments
that are defended by the empty set:F (∅)), all the arguments that are defended by these
non-attacked argumentsF (F (∅)) = F 2(∅), all the arguments that are defended by the
defended arguments (F 3(∅)), and so on until a fixed point is achieved. The grounded
extension corresponds to the intersection of all the complete extensions. Finally, a pre-
ferred extension is a maximal complete extension that cannot be augmented by adding
other arguments while staying complete.

We have the following direct proposition:

Proposition 2 Let
〈

A,AT
〉

be an argumentation framework.∃!Sgr in
〈

A,AT
〉

.

In other words, there exists a single grounded extension forthe abstract argumentation
framework. We can now define what the acceptable arguments inour system are.

Definition 6 (Acceptable Arguments)LetA ⊆ Arg(ℒ) be a set of arguments, and let
G = Sgr. An argumenta overA is acceptable iffa ∈ G.

According to this acceptability semantics, which is based on the grounded extension,
if we have two argumentsa andb such thatAT (a, b) andAT (b, a), thena andb are
both non-acceptable. In aℬ2ℬ scenario, this can happen when twoA-AAs present two
conflicting arguments about the type of security policies touse for the current transac-
tion: a weak policy that is simple to implement and less expensive or a strong policy that
is hard to implement and more expensive. This notion is important inℬ2ℬ applications
since agents should agree on an acceptable opinion, which issupported by an acceptable
argument when a conflict arises. However, during the argumentative conversation, agents
could use non-acceptable arguments as an attempt to change the status of some argu-
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ments previously uttered by the addressee, from acceptableto non-acceptable. This idea
of using non-acceptable arguments in the dispute does not exist in the persuasion and
inquiry protocols in the literature. For this reason, we introduce two new types of argu-
ments based on the preferred extensions to capture this notion. We call these arguments
semi-acceptable and preferred semi-acceptable arguments.

Definition 7 ((Preferred) Semi-Acceptable Arguments)LetG be the grounded exten-
sion in the argumentation framework, and letE1, . . . , En be the preferred extensions in
the same framework. An argumenta is:

∙ Semi-acceptable iffa /∈ G and ∃ Ei, Ej with (1 ≤ i, j ≤ n) such thata ∈
Ei ∧ a /∈ Ej .

∙ Preferred semi-acceptable iffa /∈ G and∀ Ei (1 ≤ i ≤ n) a ∈ Ei.

In other words, an argument issemi-acceptableiff it is not acceptable and belongs
to some preferred extensions, but not to all of them. An argument is preferred semi-
acceptableiff it is not acceptable and belongs to all the preferred extensions. The
preferred semi-acceptable arguments are stronger than thesemi-acceptable, and the
grounded arguments are the strongest arguments in this classification.

Example 4 Let A = {a, b, c, d} and AT is defined as follows:AT (a, b), AT (b, a),
AT (a, c), AT (b, c), andAT (c, d).

∙ ∅ is the grounded extension in this argumentation framework.
∙ The argumentation framework has two preferred extensions:{a, d} and {b, d}.

The argumentsa andb are then semi-acceptable, and the argumentd is preferred
semi-acceptable.

A concrete scenario of this example in aℬ2ℬ setting would be as follows: Suppose
a transactionTr along with three possible security policies:s1, s2, and s3. The four
argumentsa, b, c andd are as follows:

∙ a: s1 is the most suitable policy for the transactionTr.
∙ b: Alone,s2 is not sufficient to secure the transactionTr, but by combining it with

s3 it becomes the most suitable.
∙ c: s2 is less expensive thans1.
∙ d: s1 is not expensive to implement, and is sufficient to secure thetransactionTr.

To a certain extent, the argumentd is stronger thana and b because it is defended by
these two arguments against the only attackerc, anda and b attack each other. From
a chronological point of view, we can imagine the following scenario leading to build
these four arguments at the application level of two businesses represented byA-AA1

andA-AA2, respectively. First,A-AA1 presents the argumentd, thenA-AA2 attacks by
moving forward the argumentc. A-AA1 replies by attackingc using the argumenta. At
that stage, the argumentsa andd are grounded.A-AA2 tries then to degrade one of these
two arguments by attackinga usingb. A-AA2 is aware that by usingb to attacka, b is at
the same time attacked bya. The idea here is just to change the status of the argument
presented byA-AA1 from acceptable to semi acceptable.

Proposition 3 Let A ⊆ Arg(ℒ) be a set of arguments, and letSD = {a ∈ A∣∀ b ∈
A AT (b, a) ⇒ AT (a, b) & ∄ c ∈ A : AT (c, b)}. ∀a ∈ SD, a is semi acceptable.
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In other words, the arguments defending themselves by only themselves against all the
attackers are semi-acceptable.

Proof see Appendix.

Proposition 4 Complete extensions are not closed under intersection.

Proof see Appendix.

Definition 8 (Eliminated Arguments) LetA ⊆ Arg(ℒ) be a set of arguments,a ∈ A
be an argument, andEL be the set of eliminated arguments over the argumentation
framework. Also, letE1, . . . , En be the preferred extensions in the same framework.
a ∈ EL iff a /∈ Ei, ∀ i ∈ [1, n].

In other words, an argument is eliminated iff it does not belong to any preferred extension
in the argumentation framework. We have the following proposition:

Proposition 5 Leta be an argument inA, andAC,PS, andSA be respectively the sets
of acceptable, preferred semi-acceptable, and semi-acceptable arguments over the argu-
mentation framework.a ∈ EL iff a /∈ AC ∪ PS ∪ SA.

In other words, an argument iseliminatediff it is not acceptable, not preferred semi-
acceptable, and also not semi-acceptable.

Proof see Appendix.

Consequently, arguments take four exclusive statuses namely acceptable, preferred
semi-acceptable, semi-acceptable, and eliminated. The dynamic nature of agent interac-
tions is reflected by the changes in the statuses of theuttered arguments.

3.2. Partial Arguments and Conflicts forℬ2ℬ Applications

In aℬ2ℬ scenario, it happens that the argumentative agentsS-AAs andA-AAs do not
have complete information about some facts. In a similar situation, they can buildpartial
argumentsfor some conclusions out of their beliefs. We define a partialargument as
follows:

Definition 9 (Partial Arguments) Let x be awff in Wℱ . A partial argument denoted
by apx is part of an argumenta ∈ A, which misses an argument (or a proof) forx. In
other words, by adding a proof supportingx to apx an argument is obtained.

For example, if arguments are defined as deductions from a setof rules,x will rep-
resent some missing rules, and if arguments are defined as pairs (H,ℎ), x will represent
a subset ofH .

Example 5 let us suppose that arguments are defined as pairs(H,ℎ) using propositional
logic. a = ((m,m → n), n) is an argument forn andapx = ((m → n), n) is a partial
argument forn missing the support forx = m.
a = ((m,m → n, n → l, l → r), r) is an argument forr andapx = ((n → l, l → r), r)
is a partial argument forr missing the support forx = n. In this case, a possible support
is ((m,m → n), n).
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In a ℬ2ℬ scenario, an example where partial arguments are needed is whenA-
AA1 of businessB1 knows that security policys2 that another businessB2 uses can
be substituted by policys1 thatB1 uses if some conditions are met when deployings2.
Thus,A-AA1 can build a partial argument supporting the fact thatB2 can uses1. To
be an argument, this partial argument needs a support that implementings2 in B2 meets
these conditions.

The idea behind building partial arguments by an agent is to check if the other agent
can provide the missing part or a part of this missing part so that the complete argument
could be jointly built (progressively). This idea which is apart of the inquiry dialogue
will be made clear in the persuasion protocol defined in Section 4.2.

As for arguments, we need to define what an acceptable partialargument is. This
acceptability is defined in the same way as for arguments. We use the notationapx.x to
denote the resulting argument of combining the partial argumentapx and an argument
supportingx supposing that this latter exists.

Definition 10 (Partial Attack) Let apx be a partial argument over the argumentation
framework.AT (apx, b) iff AT (apx.x, b) andAT (b, apx) iff AT (b, apx.x).

Definition 11 (Acceptable Partial Arguments) A partial argumentapx is acceptable
(preferred semi-acceptable, semi-acceptable) iff apx.x is acceptable(preferred semi-
acceptable, semi-acceptable).

Example 6 Let Σ = {n → m, r → l, l → t,¬l} be a propositional knowledge base.
The partial argument((n → m),m) is acceptable, however the partial argument((r →
l, l → t), t) is not acceptable since the argument((r, r → l, l → t), t) is attacked by the
argument(¬l,¬l).

Proposition 6 Let a be an argument inA. If a is acceptable, then∀x ∈ Wℱ apx is
acceptable.

Proof see Appendix.

After specifying the argumentation model, We define the notions of conflict and
conflict resolution in ourℬ2ℬ framework as follows:

Definition 12 (Conflict) Let p and q be twowffs in Wℱ . There is a conflict between
two argumentative agents� and� aboutp andq in theℬ2ℬ framework iff one of them
(e.g.,�) has an acceptable argumenta for p (denoteda ↑ p) and the other(i.e.,�) has
an acceptable argumentb for q (b ↑ q) such thatAT (a, b) or AT (b, a). We denote this
conflict by�p ≇ �q.

For example, ifp andq represent each a security policys1 ands2 such thats1 ands2
cannot be used together, then there is a conflict if one agent has an acceptable argument
for using s1 while the other agent has an acceptable argument for usings2 (the two
arguments are conflicting). This conflict arises when both agents need to agree on which
security policy to use.

Before defining the notion of conflict resolution, we need to define the notions of
interaction and outcome of interaction. An utteranceu made by an agent� in a given
interaction is denotedu⇝ �.

12



Definition 13 (Interaction) Let � and� be two argumentative agents. An interaction
(denoted byI�,�) between� and� in theℬ2ℬ framework is an ordering sequence of
utterancesu1, u2, . . . , un such thatui ⇝ � ⇒ ui+1 ⇝ � andui ⇝ � ⇒ ui+1 ⇝ �.
CS� (resp.CS�) is the set(called commitment store) containing the arguments used by
� (resp.�) during the interaction.

Definition 14 (Conflict Resolution) Let p and q be twowffs in Wℱ and� and� be
two argumentative agents in theℬ2ℬ framework such that�p ≇ �q. Also letI�,� be an
interaction in this framework. The conflict�p ≇ �q is resolved by the interactionI�,� iff
the outcome ofI�,� is a formular ∈ Wℱ such that∃ a ∈ CS�, b ∈ CS� : a ↑ r, b ↑ r
anda andb are both acceptable.

In the aforementioned security example, the conflict is resolved iff (i) after interac-
tion, one of the agents can build an acceptable argument fromits knowledge base and
the arguments exchanged during this interaction, supporting the use of the other agent’s
policy, or (ii) when both agents agree on the use of a new policy such that each agent can
build an acceptable argument, from its knowledge base and the exchanged arguments,
supporting the use of this policy. The idea here is that by exchanging arguments, new
solutions (and arguments supporting these solutions) can emerge. In this case, the agents
should update their beliefs by withdrawing attacked (i.e.,eliminated) assumptions. How-
ever, there is still a possibility that each agent keeps its own viewpoint at the end of the
conversation.

4. Argumentative Persuasion forℬ2ℬ

4.1. Notations

The outcome of an interaction to resolve a conflict in aℬ2ℬ setting depends on the
status of the formula representing the conflict topic. As forarguments, awff has four
statuses depending on the statuses of the arguments supporting it (an argument supports
a formula if this formula is the conclusion of that argument). A wff is acceptableif
there exists an acceptable argument supporting it. If not, and if there exists a preferred
semi-acceptable argument supporting it, then the formula is preferred semi-acceptable.
Otherwise, the formula is semi-acceptable if a semi-acceptable argument supporting it
exists, or eliminated if such an argument does not exist. LetSt be the set of these statuses.
We define the following function that returns the status of awff with respect to a set of
arguments:

Δ : Wℱ × 2A → St

Generally, the interactions that are needed in aℬ2ℬ scenario involve two argumen-
tative agents. For simplicity, we will not refer in the remainder of the paper to agent types
(strategic or application), but denote participating agents by� and�. Each agent has
a possibly inconsistent belief baseΣ� andΣ� , respectively, that contains for example,
all the policies upon which these agents should reason when they manage businesses as
explained in the previous sections. Although the argumentation framework presented in
Section 3 does not assume that arguments are truthful, we suppose that the agents partic-
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ipating in resolvingℬ2ℬ conflicts are truth telling. This means they (i) reveal only the ar-
guments they have in their knowledge bases and (ii) are perfectly cooperative. Promoting
truth telling in the proposed framework using for instance game-theoretical techniques,
and considering non-cooperative agents are plans for future work.

Agents use their argumentation systems to decide about the next move to play
(e.g., accept or attack the arguments put forward during their interactions). When an
agent accepts an argument that an addressee suggests, this agent updates its knowledge
base by adding the elements of this argument and removing allthe elements that attack
this argument. The acceptability we consider here is purelyargumentative as specified in
Definition 6. However, if businesses have different power positions in their relationship,
the proposed approach still stands if the power positions are clearly stated as shared and
agreed upon rules. This simply means that acceptability should also consider these rules.
For example, an agent can accept an argument if it is associated with a power. Further-
more, an argumenta can attack another argumentb without being attacked by this argu-
ment (i.e., byb) if a is given by an agent having a superior power position. However, if
these rules are not shared and agreed upon, they can still be used simply by not being
cooperative, which is an assumption for the soundness of ourapproach.

Each agent� has also a commitment store (CS�) that is publicly accessible for
consultation but only updated by the owner agent. The commitment stores are empty
when interaction starts, and updated by adding arguments and partial arguments that the
agents exchange.CS� refers to the commitment store of agent� at the current moment.

The possibility for an agent� to build an acceptable argumenta (respectively an
acceptable partial argumentapx) from its knowledge base and the commitment store of
the addressee� is denoted byAℛ(Σ�∪CS�) ⊳ a (respectivelyAℛ(Σ�∪CS�) ⊳ apx).
Building a partial argumentapx from a knowledge base means that no argument for or
againstx can be built.Aℛ(Σ� ∪CS�) ⋫ a (respectivelyAℛ(Σ� ∪CS�) ⋫ apx) means
that agent� cannot build an acceptable argumenta (respectively an acceptable partial
argumentapx) fromΣ�∪CS� . The symbols⊵ and⋭ associated with the semi-acceptable
(partial) arguments are defined in the same way.

4.2. Protocol Specification

In our ℬ2ℬ framework, the agents engage in persuasion and inquiry dialogues to re-
solve conflicts. Atkinson et al. [2], Pasquier et al. [21], and Prakken [22] propose per-
suasion protocols for multi-agent systems. However, theseprotocols consider only pure
persuasion without inquiry stages and do not address completeness (or pre-determinism)
property [20]. We propose a persuasion protocol that includes inquiry stages in our
ℬ2ℬ framework, in which pre-determinism is considered. The protocol is modeled with
dialogue games [16,17]. Dialogue games are interactions between players (agents), in
which each player moves by performing utterances accordingto a pre-defined set of
rules. Let us define the notions of protocol and dialogue games.

Definition 15 (Protocol) A protocol is a pair⟨C,D⟩ with C a finite set of allowed moves
andD a set of dialogue games.

The moves inC are ofc different types (c > 0). We denote byMi(�, �, a, t) a move
of typei played by agent� and targeting agent� at timet regarding a contenta. We con-
sider four types of moves in our protocol:Assert, Accept,Attack, andQuestion. Gen-
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erally, in the persuasion protocol the agents exchange arguments. Except theQuestion
move whose content is not an argument, the content of other moves is an argumenta
(a ∈ Arg(ℒ)). When replying to aQuestion move, the content ofAssert move can
also be a partial argument or“?” when the agent does not know the answer. We use
another particular moveStop with no content. It could be used by an agent to stop the
interaction.

Intuitively, a dialogue game inD is a rule indicating the possible moves that an agent
could play following a move done by an addressee. This is specified formally as follows:

Definition 16 (Dialogue Game)A dialogue gameDg is either of the form:

Mi(�, �, ai, t) ⇒
⋁

0<j≤ni

Mj(�, �, aj , t
′)

whereMi andMj are in C, t < t′ andni is the number of allowed moves that� could
perform after receiving a move of typei from�;
or of the form:

⇒
⋁

0<j≤n

Mj(�, �, aj , t0)

whereMj are in C, t0 is some initial time, andn is the number of allowed moves that
� could perform initially.

According to this definition, a dialogue game could be eitherdeterministic (ifn = 1
and∀i ni = 1) or non-deterministic. Because agents are autonomous, we consider here
non-deterministic dialogue games, in that, for example, given an incoming move of type
i, the receiving agent needs to choose amongst theni possible replies (ni > 1). As
proposed in [4,6,7], we combine public dialogue games with private strategies so that
the agents become deterministic. To this end we introduce the conditions within dialogue
games, each associated with a single reply.

Definition 17 (Strategic Dialogue Game)A strategic dialogue gameSDg is a con-
junction of rules, specified either as follows:

⋀

0<j≤ni

(

Mi(�, �, a, t) ∧Cj ⇒ Mj(�, �, aj , t
′)
)

wheret < t′ andni is the number of allowed communicative acts that� could perform
after receiving a move of typei from�;
or as follows:

⋀

0<j≤n

(

Cj ⇒ Mj(�, �, aj , t0)
)

wheret0 is the initial time andn is the number of allowed moves that� could play
initially.
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In order to guarantee determinism, conditionsCj need to be mutually exclusive [25].
The agents use their argumentation systems to evaluate, in aprivate manner, conditions
Cj . These argumentation systems are based on the private agents’ beliefs and the public
commitments recorded in the commitment stores.

To simplify the notations, we omit the time parameter form the moves and use the
notation∪CS as an abbreviation ofCS�∪CS� . In ourℬusiness-to-ℬusinessPersuasive
Protocol (ℬ2ℬ-PP), the agents are not allowed to play the same move (with the same
content) more than once. The strategic dialogue games we consider in this protocol are:

1- Initial game

Cin1 ⇒ Assert(�, �, a)

where:

Cin1 = ∃ p, q ∈ Wℱ : �p ≇ �q ∧ Aℛ(Σ�) ⊳ a ∧ a ↑ p

Although generic, this game is derived fromℬ2ℬ settings where a business detects a
conflict with another business. The persuasion starts when aconflict is detected and one
of the two businesses/agents asserts an acceptable argument that supports its position. In
the remainder of this section, we suppose that the persuasion topic is represented by the
wff p.

2- Assertion game

Assert(�, �, �) ∧ Cas1 ⇒ Attack(�, �, b) ∧
Assert(�, �, �) ∧ Cas2 ⇒ Question(�, �, x) ∧
Assert(�, �, �) ∧ Cas3 ⇒ Accept(�, �, a) ∧
Assert(�, �, �) ∧ Cas4 ⇒ Stop(�, �)

where� is an argument or partial argument,� is an argument, partial argument, or“?”
and:

Cas1 = Opat1as1
∨ (¬Opat1as1

∧Opat2as1
)

Opat1as1
= ∃ b ∈ A : Aℛ(Σ� ∪ CS�) ⊳ b
∧ Δ(p,∪CS) ∕= Δ(p,∪CS ∪ {b})

Opat2as1
= ∃ b ∈ A : Aℛ(Σ� ∪ CS�) ⊵ b
∧ Δ(p,∪CS) ∕= Δ(p,∪CS ∪ {b})

Cas2 = ¬Cas1 ∧ (Opqu1

as2
∨ (¬Opqu1

as2
∧Opqu2

as2
))

Opqu1

as2
= ∃ bpx, b

p
x.x ∈ A : Aℛ(Σ� ∪ CS�) ⊳ bpx

∧ Δ(p,∪CS) ∕= Δ(p,∪CS ∪ {bpx.x})
Opqu2

as2
= ∃ bpx, b

p
x.x ∈ A : Aℛ(Σ� ∪ CS�) ⊵ bpx

∧ Δ(p,∪CS) ∕= Δ(p,∪CS ∪ {bpx.x})
Cas3 = ∃ a ∈ A : Aℛ(Σ� ∪ CS�) ⊳ a ∧ a ↑ p

∧ ¬Opqu1

as2
∧ ¬Opqu2

as2

Cas4 = ¬Opat1as1
∧ ¬Opqu1

as2
∧ ¬Opqu2

as2
∧ ¬Cas3

∧ ∀ b ∈ A, Aℛ(Σ� ∪ CS�)⊵ b ⇒
Δ(p,∪CS) = Δ(p,∪CS ∪ {b})
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In this game, the content ofAssert could be an argument, partial argument, or“?”. The
last two choices are particularly derived fromℬ2ℬ aplications, where businesses have
only partial information about each other’s activities andshould exchange questions to
reveal the unkown information that could help in resolving the business conflict. We
recall that the two businesses are cooperative because theyhave interest in resolving
the conflict. Indeed, businesses/agents can use this move toassert new arguments in the
initial game or to reply to a question in the question game, which is a part ofinquiry in
our protocol. The move that agent� can play as a reply to theAssert move depends
on the content of this assertion. When� asserts an argument or a partial argument,CS�

changes by adding the advanced (partial) argument. Agent� can attack agent� if � can
generate an acceptable argument from its knowledge base andthe�’s commitment store
so that this argument will change the status of the persuasion topic. Consequently, in this
protocol the agents do not attack only the recently advancedargument, but any advanced
argument during the interaction, which is still acceptableor (preferred) semi-acceptable
(Opat1as1

). This makes the protocol more flexible and efficient (for example agents can try
different arguments to attack a given argument). If such an acceptable argument cannot
be generated,� will try to generate a (preferred) semi-acceptable argument changing the
status ofp (Opat2as1

). The idea here is that if� eliminates�’s arguments, it will try to
make them (preferred) semi-acceptable. This is due to the following proposition whose
proof is straightforward from the definition of semi-acceptable arguments and the fact
that only four statuses are possible.

Proposition 7 If � plays theAttack move with a semi-acceptable argument, then the
�’s attacked argument changes the status from acceptable to semi-acceptable, and the
persuasion topic changes the status from acceptable to semi-acceptable or preferred
semi-acceptable.

We notice that in the Assertion game changing the status ofp is a result of an attack
relation:

Proposition 8 In the Assertion game we have:∀ b ∈ A,
Δ(p,∪CS) ∕= Δ(p,∪CS ∪ {b}) ⇒ ∃ a ∈ ∪CS : AT (b, a).

If � cannot play theAttack move, then before checking the acceptance of an�’s
argument, it checks if no acceptable and then no (preferred)semi-acceptable argument
in the union of the knowledge bases can attack this argument (inquiry part). For that, if
� can generate a partial argument changing the status ofp, then it will question� about
the missing assumptions (Opqu1

as2
andOpqu2

as2
). This new feature provides a solution to the

“pre-determinism” problem identified in [20]. If such a partial argument does not exist,
and if� can generate an acceptable argument supportingp, then it plays theAccept move
(Cas3).

Proposition 9 An agent plays the Accept move only if it cannot play the Attack move and
cannot play the Question move.

Proof see Appendix.

Agent� plays theStop move when it cannot accept an�’s argument and cannot attack
it. This happens when an agent has a semi-acceptable argument for p and another semi-
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acceptable argument againstp, so the status ofp in the union of the commitment stores
will not change by advancing the�’s argument (Cas4). Finally, we notice that if the con-
tent ofAssert move is“?”, � cannot play theAttack move. The reason is that such an
Assert is played after a question in the Question game, and the agents playQuestion

moves only if an attack is not possible. Using simple logicalcalculus, we can prove the
following proposition:

Proposition 10 An agent plays theStop move iff it cannot play another move.

3- Attack game

Attack(�, �, a) ∧ Cat1 ⇒ Attack(�, �, b) ∧
Attack(�, �, a) ∧ Cat2 ⇒ Question(�, �, x) ∧
Attack(�, �, a) ∧ Cat3 ⇒ Accept(�, �, a) ∧
Attack(�, �, a) ∧ Cat4 ⇒ Stop(�, �)

where:

Cat1 = Opat1at1
∨ (¬Opat1at1

∧Opat2at1
)

Opat1at1
= Opat1as1

Opat2at1
= Opat2as1

Cat2 = ¬Cat1 ∧ (Opqu1

at2
∨ (¬Opqu1

at2
∧Opqu2

at2
))

Opqu1

at2
= Opqu1

as2

Opqu2

at2
= Opqu2

as2

Cat3 = Aℛ(Σ� ∪ CS�) ⊳ a ∧ ¬Opqu1

at2
∧ ¬Opqu2

at2

Cat4 = ¬Opat1at1
∧ ¬Opqu1

at2
∧ ¬Opqu2

at2
∧ ¬Cat3

∧ ∀ b ∈ A, Aℛ(Σ� ∪ CS�)⊵ b ⇒
Δ(p,∪CS) = Δ(p,∪CS ∪ {b})

The conditions associated with the Attack game are similar to the ones defining the As-
sert game. TheAttack move also includes the case where the business/agent that ini-
tiates the persuasion puts forward a new argument, which is not attacking any existing
argument but changing the status of the persuasion topic. This is particularly useful in
ℬ2ℬ applications when the advanced arguments cannot be attacked/defended, so that the
business conflict cannot be resolved. However, by trying another way to convince the
addressee, the initiator business/agent can achieve the purpose of resolving successfully
the conflict.

4- Question game

Question(�, �, x) ∧ Cqu1 ⇒ Assert(�, �, a) ∧
Question(�, �, x) ∧ Cqu2 ⇒ Assert(�, �, ypx′) ∧
Question(�, �, x) ∧ Cqu3 ⇒ Assert(�, �, ?)

where:
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Cqu1 = ∃ a ∈ A : Aℛ(Σ� ∪ CS�) ⊳ a ∧ (a ↑ x ∨ a ↑ x̄)
Cqu2 = ∃ ypx′, y

p
x′ .x′ ∈ A : Aℛ(Σ� ∪ CS�) ⊳ ypx′

∧ (ypx′ ↑ x ∨ ypx′ ↑ x̄)
Cqu23 = ¬Cqu1 ∧ ¬Cqu2

Business/agent� can answer the�’s question about the contentx by asserting an argu-
ment for or againstx. If not, it answers by a partial argument if it can generate it. Other-
wise, it answers by“?”, which means that it does not know ifx holds or not. This game
is particularly derived fromℬ2ℬ applications where the information about the involved
businesses are limited. The game is played when a business/agent has a partial argument
and asks the other business/agent about the missing part that is needed to achieve an
acceptable resolution of the conflict, so that the answer could be the complete missing
part, a part of it, or nothing.

5- Stop game

Stop(�, �) ∧ Cst1 ⇒ Question(�, �, x) ∧
Stop(�, �) ∧ Cst2 ⇒ Stop(�, �)

where:

Cst1 = Opqu1

st1
∨ (¬Opqu1

st1
∧Opqu2

st1
))

Opqu1

st1
= Opqu1

as2

Opqu2

st1
= Opqu2

as2

Cst2 = ¬Cst1

Before answering the�’s Stop move by anotherStop to terminate the persuasion,�
checks if no other partial arguments changing the status ofp could be generated. Con-
sequently, theStop move is played only if no such argument could be generated, which
means that the conflict cannot be resolved. As mentioned above, checking the existence
of other partial arguments is particularly useful forℬ2ℬ applications as the shared infor-
mation are usually partial and incomplete.

4.3. Protocol Analysis

In this section, we prove the termination, soundness, and completeness ofℬ2ℬ-PP and
discuss its computational complexity.

Theorem 1 ℬ2ℬ-PP always terminates either successfully byAccept or unsuccessfully
byStop.

Proof see Appendix.

When the protocol terminates, we define its soundness and completeness as follows:

Definition 18 (Soundness - Completeness)A persuasion protocol about awff p is
sound and complete iff for some argumentsa for or againstp we have:
Aℛ(Σ� ∪ Σ�) ⊳ a ⇔ Aℛ(∪CS) ⊳ a.
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Theorem 2 The protocolℬ2ℬ-PP is sound and complete.

Proof see Appendix.

As discussed earlier, the agents are supposed to be truth telling and cooperative. The
following theorem gives the result if such an assumption is not considered.

Theorem 3 The soundness and completeness of the protocolℬ2ℬ-PP do not hold if
agents are not truth telling.

Proof see Appendix.

This means if the agents are not truth telling, the interaction outcome cannot be deter-
mined, as it could be anything.

The computational complexity of the protocol can be computed considering two is-
sues: 1) the complexity of computing arguments, partial arguments, and their acceptabil-
ity; and 2) the complexity of playing the games. An importantissue in this complexity is
the underlying logical language used to specify arguments.It has been proved in [4] that
when Horn clauses are used, the complexity of computing arguments and their accept-
ability is polynomial if the knowledge base is consistent oris under the form of definite
Horn. Because partial arguments are also arguments that miss given parts, the complexity
of their computation along with their acceptability is alsopolynomial in the case of Horn
clauses. We notice that for the purpose ofℬ2ℬ applications, Horn clauses, which are dis-
junction of literals (an elementary or atomic proposition or its negation) with at most one
positive literal (also written as implication), are sufficient to represent and reason about
knowledge that the three businesses levels presented in Fig. 1 use during argumentative
conversations.

The complexity of playing the games can be reduced to the complexity of deciding
about the next move given the previous move and the content ofthe agent’s knowledge
base and the shared commitment store. From the game specification, deciding the next
move is argumentation-based with a polynomial complexity.Combining the different
games is clearly polynomial as the last replied move decidesabout the game to be played.
Therefore, given the fact that businesses/agents’ knowledge bases are finite and repeated
games with the same content is prohibited, the complexity ofthe protocolℬ2ℬ-PP is
polynomial.

5. Case Study

5.1. Description and Analysis

Our running example (provided by IBM Research Division) illustrates an online
purchase-order application using Web services technology[24] (Fig. 4). This application,
widely used inℬ2ℬ settings and supply chain management, is inspired by SpendMap
Purchase Order Software3. A customer places an order for products viaCustomer-WS
(WS for Web service). Based on this order,Customer-WS obtains details on the

3www.spendmap.com/page.asp?intNodeID=967&intPageID=1055&slogon=Bpurch.
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customer’s purchase history fromCRM-WS (Customer Relationship Management) of
ℬusinessℬ1. Next,Customer-WS forwards these details toℬ1’s Billing-WS, which
calculates the customer’s bill based on these details (e.g., considering if the customer is
eligible for discounts) and sends the bill toCRM-WS. This latter prepares the detailed
purchase order based on the bill and sendsInv-Mgmt-WS (Inventory Management)
of ℬ1 this order for fulfillment. For those products that are in stock, Inv-Mgmt-WS
sendsShipper-WS of ℬ2 a shipment request.Shipper-WS is now in charge of de-
livering the products to the customer. For those not in stock, Inv-Mgmt-WS sends
Supplier-WS of ℬ3 a supply message to the requisite, which provides the products to
Shipper-WS for subsequent shipment to the customer.

A-AA

Customer-WS

Customer order

A-AA

CRM-WS

Customer purchase

history

A-AA

Billing-WS

Updated customer order

Customer bill

Updated customer order

A-AA

Inv-Mgt-WS

A-AA

Shipper-WS

A-AA

Supplier-WS

Shipment 

request

Product

order

Product delivery
Shipment notification

B1 B1 B1 B2 B3

Legend

Bi Business

S-AA1 S-AA1 S-AA1 S-AA2 S-AA3

Figure 4. Specification of the purchase-order scenario

From aℬ2ℬ perspective, the above application shows how different businesses need
to collaborate in order to fulfill customers’ needs, as per the three horizontal relations
of Fig. 1. This application could be affected by several types of conflicts. For example,
ℬ2’s Shipper-WS may not deliver the products as agreed withℬ1’s Inv-Mgmt-WS,
perhaps due to lack of trucks. This is an application-level conflict that needs to be re-
solved using ourℬ2ℬ-PP by which,Shipper-WS tries to persuadeInv-Mgmt-WS
about the new shipment time and then, informCustomer-WS of the new delivery time.
If not, Shipper-WS may change its policies by cancelling its partnership agreements
without prior notice. This is a strategic-level conflict, that calls for either askingℬ2 to
which Shipper-WS belongs to review its policies, or if that does not work, selecting
an alternate shipper.

Let�B1
be theA-AA of Inv-Mgmt-WS and�B2

be theA-AA of Shipper-WS.
The resolution of the application level conflict along with the use of dialogue games are
hereafter provided:
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1. �B2
identifies the conflict and plays the Initial game by asserting an accept-

able argumenta about lack of trucks from itsΣ�B2
supporting its position:

Assert(�B2
, �B1

, a).
2. �B1

has an argumentb attacking�B2
’s argument, which is about the available

trucks that can be borrowed from a company and could be used toship the
products.�B1

plays then the Assertion game by advancing theAttack move:
Attack(�B1

, �B2
, b).

3. �B2
replies by playing the Attack game. Because it does not have an argument

to change the status of the persuasion topic, but has a partial argument for that,
which is about the high price of these particular trucks thatcould be not accepted
by �B1

, it advances the move:Question(�B2
, �B1

, x) wherex represents ac-
cepting or not the new prices. The idea here is that�B2

can attack�B1
, if it

refuses the new prices that others have accepted.
�B1

plays the Question game and answers the question by asserting an argument
c in favor of the increased shipment charges:Assert(�B1

, �B2
, c).

4. �B2
plays the Assertion game, and fromΣ�B2

∪CS�B1
, it accepts the argument

and agrees to deliver the products as per the agreed schedulewith the new price,
which is represented byd: Accept(�B2

, �B1
, d). Consequently, the persuasion

terminates successfully by resolving the conflict.

Figs. 5 and 6 illustrate the scenario details with the exchanged arguments.

5.2. Implementation

We have implemented a proof-of-concept prototype of ourℬ2ℬ framework usingJadex
Agent System (a Java-based programming language for autonomous agents)and ap-
plied it to the case-study scenario. Fig. 7 depicts a screenshot of the prototype illustrating
the involved agents and computation of the arguments in the scenario. The two involved
agents in this scenario (described in Fig. 6) areInv Mgmt andSℎipper. The console
output shows the different computed arguments and their extensions.

Computing the different argument extensions and acceptable arguments and partial
arguments is an essential part of our framework and thus, theprototype. This process
has been implemented usingInterProlog, an open source Java front-end and functional
enhancement for Prolog. Because bothJadex Agent System andInterProlog are Java-
based, they are compatible and can communicate. The computed arguments and their
extensions are then conveyed byInterProlog to Jadex Agent System that implements
theℬ2ℬ application. The Input Screen in Fig. 8-a is a Java Swing GUI used to specify the
agents’knowledge bases, their partial arguments, and the conflicts between arguments.
Then, the acceptable arguments and the way to resolve the conflict in the ℬ2ℬ setting
is shown after running the system as illustrated in Fig. 8-b.The arguments used in the
figure are taken from the case study where the meaning of everyargument is defined in a
separate text file, for example argument′a′ is about lack of trucks, which implies delayed
delivery.

In this particular running example, agentInventory(Inv Mgmt) has two arguments
′b′ and′c′ in the knowledge base, which are not attacked. In addition, argument′b′ attacks
′a′ and argument′e′ attacks′b′ (the symbol′#n′ is used as a separator). The final text
field is for support; for instance support for′x′ is ′c′ (this is captured in the framework by
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1- Conflict detection by A-AA of Shipper-WS after the request of the product P1 with normal delivery 
time from A-AA of Inv-Mgmt-WS. There is a conflict because A-AA of Inv-Mgmt-WS has an acceptable 
argument from its knowledge base for normal delivery time which is: 
 
,p p q→  

where: p  = “past agreement”, and q  = “normal delivery time of P1” 

 
And A-AA of Shipper-WS has an acceptable argument " "a  for delayed delivery of P1 which is: 

 
,a r r s= →  

where: r  = “luck of trucks to ship product P1”, and s  = “delayed delivery of P1” 
 
Here q  and s  are contradictory, hence the conflict. The formula s  represents the conflict topic. 

 

A-AA of Shipper-WS plays the Initial game by asserting his acceptable argument " "a  about lack of 
trucks 
 

2- A-AA of Inv-Mgmt-WS has an argument " "b  in its knowledge base attacking A-AA of Shipper-WS’s 
argument which is:  
 

1 2 1 2
, ,b t t t t u= ∧ →  

 

where: 
1
t  = “some trucks tr can be borrowed from a company ComTr”, 

2
t  = “trucks tr could be used to 

ship the product P1”, and u  = “available trucks to ship product P1” 
 
Here u  and r  are contradictory. Inv-Mgmt Agent plays then the Assertion game by advancing the 

Attack move with the argument " ".b  
 
3- At this stage, A-AA of Shipper-WS cannot change the state of the conflict topic by attacking the Inv-
Mgmt Agent’s argument. However, it has a partial argument for that, which is about the high price of 
these particular trucks that could be not accepted by Inv-Mgmt Agent. The partial argument is: 
 
,m m x r∧ →  

 
where: m  = “price of trucks tr is pr”, x  = “Inv-Mgmt Agent’s not accept price pr”, and r  = “luck of 
trucks to ship product P1”. This is a partial argument because it needs x  to be an argument. For that, A-

AA of Shipper-WS plays the Attack game with the Question move about .x  
 
4- Inv-Mgmt Agent’s has an argument from its knowledge base against .x  It plays the Question game and 

answers the Question move by asserting an argument " "c  in favor of the increased shipment charges. This 
argument is: 
 

,k k l→  

where: k  = “pr is less than Max”, and l  = “accept pr” 

( l  and x  are contradictory) 
  
5- From the Inv-Mgmt Agent’s commitment store and the A-AA of Shipper-WS’s knowledge base, this 
latter plays an Accept move in which it accepts to deliver the product P1 with normal delivery time and the 
new price pr. 

 

Figure 5. Scenario description

the assertion inQuestion game). The process of computing the extensions and resolving

the conflicts is illustrated in Fig. 9. In this figure, (1)cℎeck partial, (2) cℎeck ques,

(3) Find Extension, and (4)ques ans are Java methods having the following respec-

tive purposes: (1) filter partial arguments to return only arguments; (2) ask for missing in-

formation; (3) find grounded or preferred extensions from the argumentation framework;

and (4) find support for information asked.
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A-AA of 

Inv-Mgmt-WS

Request for a product with Normal Delivery {Laptop, 1}

Attack game with Question move about Accepting or not the Extra Payment 

for Speed Delivery {30 euros}

Answer the Question move by Accepting the Extra Payment

Partial argument for a 
counter -attack 

(m, m ∧ x →  r)

A-AA of 

Shipper-WS

(k , k → l )

Acceptance for Speed Delivery {Accepted}

Asser tion game with argument a: Delay for Normal Delivery {72 hours} 

Conflict 

detection

“a” = r, r → s

Attack with argument b: Possibility of Speed Delivery

(p, p → q )

b= t1, t2, t1 ∧ t2 → u

Belief check

Legend:

Figure 6. Sample of interactions betweenA-AA of Inv-Mgmt-WS andA-AA of Shipper-WS

6. Related Work

Recent years have seen a continuing surge of interest in designing and deployingℬ2ℬ ap-
plications. Service-oriented architecture is the most widely methodology that have been
used in this field [15,19,26,28]. In [15] the author proposesthe exploitation of Web ser-
vices and intelligent agent techniques for the design and development of aℬ2ℬ eCom-
merce application. A multi-party multi-issue negotiationmechanism is developed for
this application. This negotiation is a Pareto optimal negotiation based on game theory.
This proposal aims at achieving an agrement by computing concessions and generating
offers in order to maximize the utility of the participatingagents. However, unlike our
argumentation-based framework, this mechanism cannot be used to resolve general con-
flicts as those discussed in Sections 2 and 3. In [19], the authors develop a methodology
for ℬ2ℬ design applications using Web-based data integration. Theaim is the creation of
adaptable semantics oriented meta-models to facilitate the design of mediators by con-
sidering several characteristics of interoperable information systems such as extensibility
and composability. The methodology is used to build cooperative environments involv-
ing the integration of Web data and services. Unlike our methodology, this proposal does
not consider conflicts that can arise during the cooperationphase and only addresses the
cooperation from technological point of view.

On the other side, and from an argumentation viewpoint, someinteresting proto-
cols for persuasion and inquiry have been proposed. [2] propose Persuasive Argument
for Multiple Agents (PARMA) Protocol, which enables participants to propose, attack,
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Figure 7. A screenshot from the prototype -involved agents and computing arguments-

and defend an action or course of actions. This protocol is specified using logical con-
sequence and denotational semantics. The focus of this workis more on the semantics
of the protocol rather than the dynamics of interactions. [7] propose a dialogue-game
inquiry protocol that allows two agents to share knowledge in order to construct an argu-
ment for a specific claim. There are many fundamental differences between this protocol
and ours. Inquiry and persuasion settings are completely different since the objectives
and dynamics of the two dialogues are different. In [7], argumentation is captured only
by the notion of argument with no attack relation between arguments. This is because
agents collaborate to establish joint proofs. However, in our system, agents can reason
about conflicting assumptions, and they should compute different acceptability seman-
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Figure 8. a- Input screen, b- Resolving conflict scenario

tics, not only to win the dispute, but also to reason internally in order to remove incon-
sistencies from their assumptions. From the specification perspective, there are no simi-
larities between the two protocols. Our protocol is specified as a set of rules about which
agents can reason using argumentation, which captures the agents’ choices and strate-
gies. However, in [7] the protocol is specified in a declarative manner and the strategy
is only defined as a function without specifying how the agents can use it. The adopted
moves in the two proposals are also different. Another technical, but fundamental differ-
ence in the two protocols is the possibility in our protocol of considering not only the
last uttered argument, but any previous argument which allows agents to consider and try
different ways of attacking each other.

7. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, a 3-level framework forℬ2ℬ applications is presented. The three levels
namely strategic, application and resource are populated with argumentative agents. The
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KB-Ag1 KB-Ag2

KB-Ag1+CS KB-Ag2+CS

Find_Extension

Consistent List

Ag1

Consistent List

Ag2

 Contains

FA of Ag2

 Contains 

FA of Ag1

Eliminate FA of 

Ag2 from 

Consistent List 

Ag2

Eliminate FA of 

Ag1 from 

Consistent List 

Ag1

check_partial

check_ques

ques_ans

check_partial

check_ques

ques_ans

FA of Ag1

FA of Ag2

FromAttack

FA of Ag1 = 

FA of Ag2

Conflict ResolvedFromAttack

True

Legend:
 KB = Knowledge Base

Ag = Agent

CS = Commitment Store

Consistent List = List of Acceptable and/or (Preffered) 

                            Semi-Acceptable arguments  

FA = Forwarded Argument i.e. Assert or Attack or Question or Accept

= Process or Java Methods

= Data or Java Object

= Decision or Java Condition

True

True

Figure 9. Process of computing the extensions and resolving the conflicts

first contribution of this paper is the development of a framework to set-up collaborations
among autonomous businesses (via strategic level), and execute and manage these col-
laborations (via application level). Inevitably, given the autonomous and dynamic nature
of businesses, conflicts are bound to arise. The second contribution is the proposition of a
sound and complete persuasion protocol for resolving such conflicts. This protocol, that
includes inquiry stages is argumentation-based.

Future work would include considering a negotiation protocol during argumentation
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and scaling up and demonstrating our argumentation-based model on larger examples.
Additional research venues would be enriching this model with fuzzy concepts and new
criteria of acceptability and with contextual ontologies when modeling knowledge bases
of individual agents. Promoting truth telling in our argumentation-based framework and
considering non-cooperative agents are other plans for future investigation.
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Appendix

Proof of Proposition 3 Without loss of generality, leta, a1, . . . , an be arguments in a
given argumentation framework such thata1, . . . , an are the only attackers ofa anda is
the only attacker of these arguments. According to Definition 6, the argumenta is not
acceptable since it is attacked and not defended, directly or indirectly by a non-attacked
argument. Because it is defended,a belongs to some preferred extensions. However,a
does not belong to all of them. For example,a does not belong to the preferred extension
to which the argumentsa1, . . . , an belong since these arguments belong also to some
preferred extensions because they are defended.a is then semi-acceptable.□

Proof of Proposition 4 We prove this proposition by a counter example using Exam-
ple 4. In this example{a, d} and{b, d} are complete extensions (preferred extensions).
However,{d} is not a complete extension.□

Proof of Proposition 5 By Definition 5, the grounded extension is included in all pre-
ferred extensions. Consequently, using Definition 8, an eliminated argument is not ac-
ceptable. Also, according to Definition 7, an eliminated argument is not semi-acceptable
and not preferred semi-acceptable.□

Proof of Proposition 6 Suppose that∃x ∈ Wℱ : apx is not acceptable. Therefore, a part
of the non-missing part ofapx is not acceptable. Because this part is also a part ofa, then
a is not acceptable. Contradiction!□

Proof of Proposition 9 To prove this we should prove thatCas3 ⇒ ¬Cas1 ∧ ¬Cas2. Us-
ing the logical calculation, we can easily prove that¬Cas1∧¬Cas2 = ¬Cas1∧¬Opqu1

as2
∧
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¬Opqu2

as2
. Also, if an agent� can build an acceptable argumenta fromA� ∪CS�, then it

cannot build an acceptable or (preferred) semi-acceptableargument attackinga from the
same set. Therefore,Aℛ(A� ∪ CS�) ⊳ a ⇒ ¬Cas1. Thus the result follows.□

Proof of Theorem 1 Agents’ knowledge bases are finite and repeating moves with the
same content is prohibited. Consequently, the number ofAttack andQuestion moves
that agents can play is finite. At a given moment, agents will have two possibilities only:
Accept if an acceptable argument can be built fromCS� ∪ CS� , or Stop, otherwise.
Therefore, the protocol terminates successfully byAccept, or unsuccessfully byStop
whenAccept move cannot be played, which means that only semi-acceptable arguments
are included inCS� ∪ CS� .□

Proof of Theorem 2 For simplicity and without loss of generality, we suppose that agent
� starts the persuasion.
Let us first prove the⇒ direction:Aℛ(A� ∪ A�) ⊳ a ⇒ Aℛ(∪CS) ⊳ a.
In the protocol, the persuasion starts when a conflict overp occurs. Consequently, the
case whereA� ⊳ a andA� ⊳ a does not hold. The possible cases are limited to three:

1. A� ⊳ a andA� ⋫ a. In this case, agent� starts the persuasion overp by
assertinga. Agent� can either play theAttack move or theQuestion move.
BecauseAℛ(A� ∪ A� ⊳ a) all the�’s arguments will be counter-attacked. For
the same reason,� cannot play theStop move. Consequently, at the end,� will
play anAccept move. It follows thatAℛ(∪CS ⊳ a).

2. A� ⋫ a andA� ⊳ a. In this case, agent� starts the persuasion by asserting an
acceptable argumentb in its knowledge base againstp (A� ⊳ b). This argument
will be attacked by agent�, and the rest is identical to case 1 by substituting
agent roles.

3. A� ⋫ a andA� ⋫ a. To construct argumenta out ofA� ∪ A� , two cases are
possible. Either, (1) agent� has an acceptable partial argumentaY∂ for p and
agent� has the missing assumptions (or some parts of the missing assumptions,
and agent� has the other parts), or (2) the opposite (i.e., agent� has an accept-
able partial argumentaY∂ for p and agent� has the missing assumptions (or some
parts of the missing assumptions, and agent� has the other parts)). Only the sec-
ond case is possible since the first one is excluded by hypothesis. For simplicity,
we suppose that agent� has all the missing assumptions, otherwise the missing
assumptions will be built by exchanging the different partial arguments. Agent�
starts the persuasion by asserting an acceptable argumentb in its knowledge base
againstp. Agent� can either play anAttack or aQuestion move. If attack is
possible, then agent� can either counter-attack or play theStop move. The same
scenario continues until agent� playsStop, and then agent� plays aQuestion
Move. Agent� answers now the question by providing the missing assumptions,
after which agent� attacks and agent� can only accept sinceAℛ(A�∪A� ⊳ a).
It follows thatAℛ(∪CS ⊳ a).

Let us now prove the⇐ direction:Aℛ(∪CS) ⊳ a ⇒ Aℛ(A� ∪ A�) ⊳ a.
In the protocol, to haveAℛ(∪CS) ⊳ a one of the two agents, say agent�, puts for-
ward the argumenta and the other, agent�, accepts it. On the one hand, to advance an
argument, agent� plays theAssert move (in the initial or question rules) orAttack
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move (in the assertion or attack rules). In all these cases, we have:Aℛ(A� ∪CS�) ⊳ a
and there is no partial acceptable argument attackinga from A� ∪ SC� . On the other
hand, to accept an argument (in the assertion or attack rules), agent� should check that
Aℛ(A� ∪ CS�) ⊳ a, there is no other arguments changing the status of the persuasion
topic, and there is no partial acceptable argument attackinga fromA� ∪SC�. Therefore
we obtain:Aℛ(A� ∪CS� ∪A� ∪CS�) ⊳ a. BecauseCS� ⊆ A� andCS� ⊆ A� we
are done.□

Proof of Theorem 3 Suppose for simplicity reasons that the agents’ knowledge bases
contain directly arguments and partial arguments. The following is a counterexample
proving that if the agents are not truth telling, the protocol will not be sound and com-
plete. Suppose that agent� starts the protocol such that:Σ� = {b, c, x}, Σ� = {a, dpx},
AT (a, b), AT (c, a), AT (d, c), CS� = {b, c, x̄}, CS� = {a, dpx}. In this example, after
playing theQuestion move aboutx by agent�, agent� answers by assertinḡx, instead
of x. We have thenAℛ(∪CS) ⊳ b∧Aℛ(Σ� ∪Σ�) ⋫ b (the protocol is not sound) and
Aℛ(Σ� ∪ Σ�) ⊳ a ∧Aℛ(∪CS) ⋫ a (the protocol is not complete).□
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